
Year 56 Joints Revision Sheet 2 Word Match
Find the word or phrase from Column B that best matches the word in Column A

ColumnA

1. GREENSTICK

2. CARTILAGE

Column B

1. Another name for skull.

2. The first vertebra in the neck is called the

3. JWENILE 3. A break h a bone b cdled a

4. FRACTURE

5. MUSCLES

6. SPLINTS

7. RELAXES

4. An example of a 'ball and socket' joint.

5. 'Wear and tear' of a joint is called arthritis.

6. The knee is an example of a joint.

7. ldiopathic Arth ritb afiects children.

8. _ CRANIUM 8. Our smallest joint is found where?

9. _ JOINTS 9. How many bones (vertebrae) are in the neck?

10. TENDON 10. Muscles r,vork in pairs; as one contracts the other

11 . HINGE

12. ATLAS

11 . Joint swelling can be reduced with the application of
packs.

12. Muscles , they can't push.

13. OSTEO

14. THUMB

15. SEVEN

16. PULL

17. COLD

18. TWO

19. HrP

2A. EAR

13. This contain a high percentage of water that'cushions'(he joint.

14. A jcint b where _ tr more bones meet.

15. These keep joints affected by arthritis in a 'good/supported'
position.

16. This is able to cross over the palm of the hand.

17. ln order for us to move, our skeleton is held together by a
number of different types of

18. move our joints by pulling on tendons.

19. A mmcb jcins onto a bore ria a

20. A __ _ fra ctue is wtr ere m e side b red< s
Out ne otner srde bends.-
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)ar 5-6 Joints Revision Sheet 2 Word Match Sol...
Column A

(20) GREENSTICK

(13) - CARTILAGE
(7) - J UVENILE
(3) - FRACTURE
(18) - MUSCLES
(15) - SPLINTS

(10) - RELAXES

(1) - CRANIUM

(17) - J OINTS

(1e) TENDON

(6) - H|NGE
(2) - ATLAS

(5) - OSTEO
(16) - THUMB

(e) - SEVEN
(12) - PULL
(11) - COLD

(14) - TWO
(4) - HIP

(8) - EAR

Column B

- A fracture is where one side breaks
but the other side bends.
- This contain a high percentage of water that'cushions'the
joint. ldiopathic Arth ritb afiects children.
- A break in a bone is called a

move our joints by pulling on tendons.
- These keep joints affected by arthritis in a 'good/supported'
position.

- Muscles work in pairs; as one contracts the other

- Andher mme fs s kt^{1.

- ln order for us to move, our skeleton is held together by a
number of different types of
- A m uscle joins onto a bone via a
- The knee is an example of a joint.
- The first vertebra in the neck is called the
- 'Wear and tear' of a joint is called arthritis.
- This is able to cross over the palm of the hand.
- How many bones (vertebrae) are in the neck?
- Muscles , they can't push.

- Joint swelling can be reduced with the application of
packs.

- A joint is where _ or more bones meet.
- An aar pb of a 'bal and sockd' jcint.
- Our smallest joint is found where?


